FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

"An Affair of the Heart"
The Ultimate Shopping Experience
February, 10, 11, 12, 2017

State Fair Park • Oklahoma City, OK • The New Bennett Event Center, Cox Pavilion & Centennial

Freshen up your lipstick and pack a bag to go. Let’s get geared up for the “FEBRUARY SHOW” Bennett Event Center will be open to “travel” thru. Cox, Centennial, ole faithfuls you’ll have to visit too.

Pick up your official magazine, a valuable tool indeed. You will certainly find it helpful and a most enjoyable read. Hugz and kisses we send your way, for being a special part. “Thank You” for being a friend of “An Affair of the Heart”!

— FEBRUARY 2017 SHOW SPONSORS —

Sleep tight with “An Affair of the Heart’s” official host hotel, Wyndham Gardens Hotel OKC Airport. Conveniently located just minutes from Sate Fair Park. Featuring special show rates, complimentary breakfast and FREE gift at check-in. Reserve your room today by calling 405.685.4000 or online at aaoth.com

Stop by and visit with Vann and his profession staff at Permanent Cosmetics by Vann Reece. See what amazing things he can do to bring out an even more beautiful you with his state of the art permanent makeup techniques. Cox Building, Booth #257.

Renewal by Andersen proudly serves the window and patio door replacement needs of the OKC metro area. For over 110 years they have revolutionized the window and door business. Stop by Booth #s 240 & 241 in the Cox Building. Stop by their showroom at 50 N.W. 44th or visit them online at renewalbyandersen.com

Welk Resorts creates vacation memories to cherish for a lifetime. First class destinations, warmly decorated hotel rooms and luxury villas. Locations include Branson, San Diego, and Cabo San Lucas. As the iconic Lawrence Welk would say, it’s...“Wunnerful, wunnerful.” Stop by Booth #392 in the Bennett Event Center or visit their website at welkresorts.com

Bath Fitter is North America’s leading manufacturer of acrylic bathtub liners, tub surrounds, shower stall liners, and shower stall replacements since 1984. They create a long-term, sturdy bathtub liner solution that fits perfectly over old, worn bathtubs, yet offers more than short-term bathtub refinishing and bathtub resurfacing technologies. Visit Bath Fitter in the Bennett Event Center, Booth #60 or call 405.378.0378 for more information.

Thompson’s Exteriors is your Expert Storm Repair Specialist! Known as the best in the industry by offering Exterior Renovation and Restoration Services. Possessing all of the required qualifications, certifications, licenses, and with the ability to complete all of your exterior renovation, repair and maintenance needs. Visit Thompson’s Exteriors in the Bennett Event Center, Booth #391 and be sure to be sure to ask how to get a $500.00 Energy Credit. Thompson’s Exteriors 405.265.2852 or visit thompsonsexteriors.com

Let the sun shine in with natural light from SolaSolutions! See the all new integrated Solar Electric NightLight! Yes! Daylight meets nightlight! You can check it all out at SolaSolutions in the Bennett Event Center, Booth #409 or visit their site at Solasolutionsok.com. Be sure to ask about the 30% Federal Tax Credit!!!

Advanced Body Scan offers affordable, preventive, full body scans right here in Oklahoma City. Their state of-the-art GE Optima CT Scanner, enables them to detect the smallest irregularities months, or even years, before you would ever experience symptoms. If you are up against silent killers such as heart disease or cancer, early detection increases your chances of survival exponentially. Stop by Booth #640 or call 405.378.0378 for more information. Advanced Body Scan advancedbodyscan.com

A patient-designed experience for you at Oklahoma Vein & Endovascular Center (OVEC). Stop by Booth #409 in the Bennett Event Center to learn more. OVEC offers several financing options to help you with Varicose, Spider, Reticular, and Perforator Veins, Dr. Dominic Pedulla, Varicose Vein Specialist, developed the Pedulla Approach by drawing on his more than 20 years’ experience as a triple board-certified doctor (cardiology, vein diseases, and vascular medicine) for whom diagnosis and treatment of vascular problems was a matter of life and death. Learn more at ovec.com

Cutco, offering the sharpest paring knives and steak knives to rugged hunting knives and pocket knives. Each piece is made from quality materials and handcrafted by cutlery experts. These knives will be the knives you depend on everyday in the kitchen, at the table and outdoors. All Cutco knives are made in the USA. See for yourself at Booth #620 in the Bennett Event Center or online at cutco.com

Be sure to pick up a FREE/OFFICIAL AAOTH MAGAZINE at each building entrance. It’s a valuable shopping tool!!

Special Thanks To Our Other Media Sponsors:

The Gazette • Tyler Media • Tyler Outdoor Advertising • Univision • Telemundo • KTUZ • Cox Communications

Non Profits featured at “An Affair of the Heart” include:

Friends of the Library will be on hand promoting their Annual Book Sale set for February 24, 25, 26 at State Fair Park Stop by Booth #200 in the Bennett Event Center. To learn more call Enda at 405.615.1644 and visit supportmls.org

The Toby Keith Foundation for OK Kids Korral will be in the Cox Building, Booth #133
To learn more about the cost free home away from home for children with cancer visit tobykeithfoundation.org